
MEXSO

BERN, SWITZERLAND

Media Excellent Solutions (MEXSO) came accros Invixium at the Integrated Systems Europe show and selected IXM TOUCH to secure
their own security solutions showroom in Switzerland’s capital city, Bern.



MEXSO founding partner, Boris Schürmann, discovered Invixium at ISE, the world’s largest AV and System Integration exhibition held 

in Amsterdam every year in early February. He was instantly intrigued by the elegant design but also the endless possibilities and use 

cases for smart office automation as a result of the clever integration with Control4. Eager to experience this modern technology for 

himself, he proceeded to order an IXM TOUCH X-series for his own quaint showroom in Switzerland.

Modern Biometric Security Featured In A Security Installer’s Showroom

Located outside of the capital city of Bern, MEXSO operates as a total technical solutions provider. Prior to their discovery of Invixium, 

the MEXSO team had previously installed a competitor fingerprint biometric product at the entrance of their showroom, which 

operated on antiquated RS-485 communication protocol and cumbersome programming. The team ended up replacing the competitor 

product with an IXM TOUCH FP2X. The wiring was quick and easy due to Power-over-Ethernet (PoE), and the Composer 

programming a breeze due to the integrated driver. The IXM TOUCH is now used to trigger the Alarm System, Lighting and Intercom 

in the contemporary showroom.
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Modern Smart Office Automation For An Inviting Showroom In 
Switzerland

PROBLEM
MEXSO’s previous solution for access control and 
integrated security proved to be ineffective thanks to an 
antiquated communication protocol and rigid 
programming that limited its integration capabilities.

SOLUTION
IXM TOUCH caught Schürmann’s attention by speaking 
to his technophile nature. IXM TOUCH offers a high level 
of security via fingerprint biometrics, and all Invixium 
products are engineered for scalability and integration. 
At MEXSO, IXM TOUCH integrates with the company’s 
alarm system, lighting and intercom to create an 
incredible security experience that truly shows what 
Invixium can do.

BENEFITS
▪ The Invixium solution’s integration capabilities allowed MEXSO to 

fully customize their security system to meet all of their needs with 
one intelligent device

▪ Biometrics, such as the fingerprint features offered by IXM 
TOUCH, promise the highest level of security possible, a very 
desirable feature for a security integrator’s showroom

▪ The design of Invixium products is intentionally elegant and 
rugged, meant to fit in wherever they are deployed: from 
showrooms like this one to more rugged environments

“We are very happy with the IXM TOUCH X-series in our 
showroom. The installation experience with Invixium product 
was extremely easy and the Control4 driver made the process 
even easier. I would definitely recommend Invixium products for 
homeowners and business owners looking for modern and 
convenient access technology.”

Boris Schürmann, founding partner and project manager at Media 
Excellent Solutions (MEXSO)



YOUR TRUSTED PARTNER
IN BIOMETRICS

Headquartered in Toronto, Canada, with presence 
in India, Middle East, UK, USA, Latin America and 
Africa, Invixium manufactures touchless biometric 
security solutions utilizing face recognition for 
access control, workforce management and smart 
building automation. Their fully integrated hardware 
and software solution provides meaningful analytics 
to enterprises and industries for increased health, 
safety, productivity and security. 

With 1000s of products sold in over 60 countries 
and deployments at major enterprises and 
industries across a broad spectrum of verticals, 
Invixium strives to provide industry-leading 
biometric solutions that are not only visually 
stunning, but also intuitive for ease of use and 
install. Invixium products are proudly Made in 
Canada.

Visit invixium.com to find a salesperson in 
your region.
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